
CALIFORNIACALIFORNIA
Ballast PointBallast Point Sculpin Sculpin
El SegundoEl Segundo Broken Skull Broken Skull
LagunitasLagunitas IPA IPA
Sierra NevadaSierra Nevada  Hazy Little ThingHazy Little Thing
StoneStone Delicious  Delicious 

GEORGIAGEORGIA
Cherry StreetCherry Street Steppin’ Razor Steppin’ Razor
Creature ComfortsCreature Comforts Cosmik   Cosmik  
DebrisDebris
Creature ComfortsCreature Comforts Get    Get   
Comfortable*Comfortable*
Creature ComfortsCreature Comforts Tropicalia Tropicalia
Creature ComfortsCreature Comforts  
CrescendoCrescendo
Gate CityGate City Awe Juice Awe Juice
Monday NightMonday Night Space Lettuce* Space Lettuce*
New RealmNew Realm Hazy Like A Fox Hazy Like A Fox
New RealmNew Realm Hazy Like An Ox  Hazy Like An Ox 
Double IPA*Double IPA*
New Realm New Realm HoptropolisHoptropolis
New RealmNew Realm Mas Macho    Mas Macho   
Double IPA*Double IPA*
OrpheusOrpheus Donut Revolution   Donut Revolution  
Series: Berries & Cream   Series: Berries & Cream   
Milkshake IPAMilkshake IPA
ScofflawScofflaw Basement Basement
ScofflawScofflaw Double Jeopardy* Double Jeopardy*
ScofflawScofflaw Double Vision    Double Vision   
Imperial IPA*Imperial IPA*
ScofflawScofflaw Hooligan Hooligan
ScofflawScofflaw POG Basement POG Basement
Six BridgesSix Bridges Medlock Medlock
SweetwaterSweetwater EFF 2020* EFF 2020*
TerrapinTerrapin High & Hazy High & Hazy
TerrapinTerrapin Hopsecutioner Hopsecutioner
VariantVariant Cashmere So Soft and   Cashmere So Soft and  
So SmoothSo Smooth
Wild LeapWild Leap Alpha Abstraction   Alpha Abstraction  
Vol. 15*Vol. 15*

WASHINGTONWASHINGTON
ElysianElysian Space Dust IPA Space Dust IPA

ALL BEERS ARE ON DRAFT, CHECK WITH YOUR SERVER ABOUT AVAILABILITYALL BEERS ARE ON DRAFT, CHECK WITH YOUR SERVER ABOUT AVAILABILITY
* INDICATES A HIGH GRAVITY BEER AND WILL BE POURED IN A 13 OZ GLASS* INDICATES A HIGH GRAVITY BEER AND WILL BE POURED IN A 13 OZ GLASS
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2021 IPA MONTH2021 IPA MONTH
February 15 - March 15February 15 - March 15

COLORADOCOLORADO
New BelgiumNew Belgium VooDoo Ranger   VooDoo Ranger  
Imperial IPAImperial IPA

FLORIDAFLORIDA
Cigar CityCigar City Jai Alai Jai Alai
Green BenchGreen Bench Sunshine City Sunshine City
OlogyOlogy Mosaic DDH Sensory   Mosaic DDH Sensory  
OverloadOverload

ILLINOISILLINOIS
Hubbard’s CaveHubbard’s Cave Fresh IPA V50* Fresh IPA V50*

IOWAIOWA
Toppling GoliathToppling Goliath Psuedo Sue Psuedo Sue

MAINEMAINE
MaineMaine Lunch Lunch
MaineMaine Another One Another One
MaineMaine Peeper Pale Ale Peeper Pale Ale
MaineMaine Wolfe’s Neck Wolfe’s Neck

MICHIGANMICHIGAN
Bell’sBell’s Two Hearted Ale Two Hearted Ale
Bell’sBell’s Hopslam* Hopslam*
Old NationOld Nation M43 M43

NORTH CAROLINANORTH CAROLINA
HeistHeist Mo’ Than A Feeling Mo’ Than A Feeling
HeistHeist Citraquench’l Citraquench’l
HeistHeist Grand Optimist* Grand Optimist*
Wicked WeedWicked Weed Pernicious Pernicious

OHIOOHIO
Brew DogBrew Dog Hazy Jane Hazy Jane

SOUTH CAROLINASOUTH CAROLINA
Edmund OastEdmund Oast Bound By Time Bound By Time

TENNESSEETENNESSEE
Bearded IrisBearded Iris Homestyle Homestyle
Bearded IrisBearded Iris Tunnel Vision Tunnel Vision

LOUSIANALOUSIANA
ParishParish Ghost In The Machine* Ghost In The Machine*
ParishParish Envie Envie

LEARN ALL ABOUT LEARN ALL ABOUT 
50+ DIFFERENT IPAS, 50+ DIFFERENT IPAS, 

INCLUDING HOPS, RATINGS, INCLUDING HOPS, RATINGS, 
AND MORE!AND MORE!



KEY:KEY: BABA: This is the Beer Advocate rating for beer : This is the Beer Advocate rating for beer 

IBUIBU: This is an abbreviation for the : This is an abbreviation for the 
International Bitterness Units scale, a gauge International Bitterness Units scale, a gauge 
of beer’s bitterness. IBU measures the parts of beer’s bitterness. IBU measures the parts 
per million of isohumulone found in a beer. per million of isohumulone found in a beer. 
Isohumulone is the acid found in hops that Isohumulone is the acid found in hops that 
gives beer its bitter bite.gives beer its bitter bite.

ABV: 7.0%ABV: 7.0%
IBU: 70IBU: 70
BA: 98BA: 98
PRICE: $7.99PRICE: $7.99 (PINT) (PINT)

The Sculpin IPA is a testament to our humble beginnings as Home The Sculpin IPA is a testament to our humble beginnings as Home 
Brew Mart. It showcases bright flavors and aromas of apricot, peach, Brew Mart. It showcases bright flavors and aromas of apricot, peach, 
mango & lemon. The lighter body also brings out the crispness of the mango & lemon. The lighter body also brings out the crispness of the 
hops. The Sculpin fish has poisonous spikes on its fins that can give a hops. The Sculpin fish has poisonous spikes on its fins that can give a 
strong sting. Ironically, the meat from a Sculpin fish is considered some strong sting. Ironically, the meat from a Sculpin fish is considered some 
of the tastiest. Something that has a sting but tastes great; sounds like of the tastiest. Something that has a sting but tastes great; sounds like 
a Ballast Point India Pale Ale.a Ballast Point India Pale Ale.

BALLAST POINT SCULPIN BALLAST POINT SCULPIN (SAN DIEGO)(SAN DIEGO)

ABV: 6.7%ABV: 6.7%
IBU: 67IBU: 67
BA: 88BA: 88
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

A bad-ass IPA designed by Steve Austin and El Segundo Brewing A bad-ass IPA designed by Steve Austin and El Segundo Brewing 
Company for the working man & woman. It features Citra, Cascade and Company for the working man & woman. It features Citra, Cascade and 
Chinook hops to deliver big flavor with an easy finish. Now stop reading Chinook hops to deliver big flavor with an easy finish. Now stop reading 
and start ordering this awesome beer!and start ordering this awesome beer!

EL SEGUNDO BROKEN SKULL EL SEGUNDO BROKEN SKULL (EL SEGUNDO)(EL SEGUNDO)

ABV: 6.2%ABV: 6.2%
IBU: 51IBU: 51
BA: 88BA: 88
PRICE: $5.99PRICE: $5.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Homicidally hopped for your drinking enjoyment. Big in flavor with a Homicidally hopped for your drinking enjoyment. Big in flavor with a 
hoppy-sweet finish. Lots of cascade hips for the big aroma and hop hoppy-sweet finish. Lots of cascade hips for the big aroma and hop 
flavor. A bit of ‘caramel malt’ barley for the richness that balances the flavor. A bit of ‘caramel malt’ barley for the richness that balances the 
acidity of the hops. Beer speaks people mumbleacidity of the hops. Beer speaks people mumble

LAGUNITAS IPA LAGUNITAS IPA (PETALUMA)(PETALUMA)

ABV: 6.7%ABV: 6.7%
IBU: 40IBU: 40
BA: 89BA: 89
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

As brewers, we get the privilege to sample our beers straight from the As brewers, we get the privilege to sample our beers straight from the 
tanks in all their raw glory. Some beers need a little polishing to get tanks in all their raw glory. Some beers need a little polishing to get 
ready to go out into the world, while others—the hop-heavy, rowdy, ready to go out into the world, while others—the hop-heavy, rowdy, 
crowd-pleasers—should just be left alone. We wanted to share this crowd-pleasers—should just be left alone. We wanted to share this 
brewery-only treat with you, so we present this Hazy Little Thing, our brewery-only treat with you, so we present this Hazy Little Thing, our 
unfiltered, unprocessed IPA, straight from the tanks and into the canunfiltered, unprocessed IPA, straight from the tanks and into the can

SIERRA NEVADA HAZY LITTLE THING SIERRA NEVADA HAZY LITTLE THING (CHICO)(CHICO)

ABV: 7.7%ABV: 7.7%
IBU: 80IBU: 80
BA: 88BA: 88
PRICE: $7.99PRICE: $7.99 (PINT) (PINT)

*GLUTEN FREE* This intensely citrusy, *GLUTEN FREE* This intensely citrusy, 
beautifully bitter beer is worthy of the beautifully bitter beer is worthy of the 
simple-yet-lordly title of Stone Delicious simple-yet-lordly title of Stone Delicious 
IPA. Lemondrop and El Dorado hops IPA. Lemondrop and El Dorado hops 
combine to bring on a magnificent lemon combine to bring on a magnificent lemon 
candy-like flavor that’s balanced by hop candy-like flavor that’s balanced by hop 
spice spice 

STONE DELICIOUS STONE DELICIOUS (SAN DIEGO)(SAN DIEGO)

CALIFORNIA
HOPS: HOPS: Amarillo, SimcoeAmarillo, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Cascade, Chinook, CitraCascade, Chinook, Citra

HOPS: HOPS: Cascade, Centennial, Citra, ClusterCascade, Centennial, Citra, Cluster

HOPS: HOPS: Citra, Comet, El Dorado, MosaicCitra, Comet, El Dorado, Mosaic

HOPS: HOPS: El Dorado, LemondropEl Dorado, Lemondrop



ABV: 7.0%ABV: 7.0%
IBU: 70IBU: 70
BA: 98BA: 98
PRICE: $7.99PRICE: $7.99 (PINT) (PINT)

The Sculpin IPA is a testament to our humble beginnings as Home The Sculpin IPA is a testament to our humble beginnings as Home 
Brew Mart. It showcases bright flavors and aromas of apricot, peach, Brew Mart. It showcases bright flavors and aromas of apricot, peach, 
mango & lemon. The lighter body also brings out the crispness of the mango & lemon. The lighter body also brings out the crispness of the 
hops. The Sculpin fish has poisonous spikes on its fins that can give a hops. The Sculpin fish has poisonous spikes on its fins that can give a 
strong sting. Ironically, the meat from a Sculpin fish is considered some strong sting. Ironically, the meat from a Sculpin fish is considered some 
of the tastiest. Something that has a sting but tastes great; sounds like of the tastiest. Something that has a sting but tastes great; sounds like 
a Ballast Point India Pale Ale.a Ballast Point India Pale Ale.

NEW BELGIUM VOODOO RANGER IMPERIAL IPA NEW BELGIUM VOODOO RANGER IMPERIAL IPA (FT. COLLINS)(FT. COLLINS)

COLORADO

ABV: 7.5%ABV: 7.5%
IBU: 70IBU: 70
BA: 95BA: 95
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Pours copper in color with notes of citrus and tropical fruit in the aroma. Pours copper in color with notes of citrus and tropical fruit in the aroma. 
Flavor has upfront citrus bitterness with a hint of caramel and citrus and Flavor has upfront citrus bitterness with a hint of caramel and citrus and 
tropical fruit hop notes in the finish.tropical fruit hop notes in the finish.

CIGAR CITY JAI ALAI CIGAR CITY JAI ALAI (TAMPA)(TAMPA)

FLORIDA

ABV: 6.8%ABV: 6.8%
IBU: 68IBU: 68
BA: 91BA: 91
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

GREEN BENCH SUNSHINE CITY GREEN BENCH SUNSHINE CITY (ST PETERSBURG)(ST PETERSBURG)

Packed with hop flavor and aroma, we double dry hop this beer with Packed with hop flavor and aroma, we double dry hop this beer with 
equal parts Mosaic, Citra and Azacca hops for an intensely tropical equal parts Mosaic, Citra and Azacca hops for an intensely tropical 
profile reminiscent of tangerine, nectar, papaya, peach, kiwi and profile reminiscent of tangerine, nectar, papaya, peach, kiwi and 
pineapple.pineapple.

ABV: 6.5%ABV: 6.5%
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

OLOGY MOSAIC DDH SENSORY OVERLOAD OLOGY MOSAIC DDH SENSORY OVERLOAD (TALLAHASSEE)(TALLAHASSEE)

This time we dosed Sensory Overload with a generous amount of This time we dosed Sensory Overload with a generous amount of 
Mosaic hops bringing an extra tropical fruit punch. Aromas of tropical Mosaic hops bringing an extra tropical fruit punch. Aromas of tropical 
fruit and citrus- Flavors that match the aromas - ripe tropical fruit and fruit and citrus- Flavors that match the aromas - ripe tropical fruit and 
punchy citruspunchy citrus

ABV: 8.0%ABV: 8.0%
IBU: 50IBU: 50
BA: 91BA: 91
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Hazy, juicy double dry-hopped New England IPA with Mosaic, Simcoe Hazy, juicy double dry-hopped New England IPA with Mosaic, Simcoe 
and Citra hops.  Following newer and experimental hopping and and Citra hops.  Following newer and experimental hopping and 
fermentation techniques, this recipe boasts a huge tropical hop fermentation techniques, this recipe boasts a huge tropical hop 
bouquet right up front and all the way through without the standard IPA bouquet right up front and all the way through without the standard IPA 
bitternessbitterness

CHERRY STREET STEPPIN RAZOR CHERRY STREET STEPPIN RAZOR (CUMMING)(CUMMING)

GEORGIA

ABV: 8.0%ABV: 8.0%
IBU: 80IBU: 80
BA: 96BA: 96
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Cosmik Debris is a double IPA featuring Simcoe, Idaho 7, Mosaic, Cosmik Debris is a double IPA featuring Simcoe, Idaho 7, Mosaic, 
Cascade, and Chinook hops, that together develop a bursting aroma of Cascade, and Chinook hops, that together develop a bursting aroma of 
citrus zest, melon, and subtle pine. Cosmik Debris’ bursting hop aroma citrus zest, melon, and subtle pine. Cosmik Debris’ bursting hop aroma 
combined with its firm bitterness and lighter malt character creates a combined with its firm bitterness and lighter malt character creates a 
delicious and balanced flavor profile.delicious and balanced flavor profile.

CREATURE COMFORTS COSMIK DEBRIS CREATURE COMFORTS COSMIK DEBRIS (ATHENS)(ATHENS)

HOPS: HOPS: Amarillo, Cascade, Chinook, Mosaic, Nugget, Simcoe Amarillo, Cascade, Chinook, Mosaic, Nugget, Simcoe 

HOPS: HOPS: Ahtunum, Amarillo, Cascade, Centennial, Columbus, SimcoeAhtunum, Amarillo, Cascade, Centennial, Columbus, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Azacca, Citra, MosaicAzacca, Citra, Mosaic

HOPS: HOPS: MosaicMosaic

HOPS: HOPS: Citra, Mosaic, SimcoeCitra, Mosaic, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Cascade, Chinook, Idaho 7, Mosaic, SimcoeCascade, Chinook, Idaho 7, Mosaic, Simcoe



ABV: 8.0%ABV: 8.0%
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (13 OZ) (13 OZ)

Every year, Creature Comforts partners with a new brewery to create Every year, Creature Comforts partners with a new brewery to create 
a collaborative beer as a Get Comfortable fundraiser. During the 2021 a collaborative beer as a Get Comfortable fundraiser. During the 2021 
season, the brewery will collaborate with Sierra Nevada to brew a Hazy season, the brewery will collaborate with Sierra Nevada to brew a Hazy 
Double IPA celebrating the breweries’ shared appreciation for Citra Double IPA celebrating the breweries’ shared appreciation for Citra 
hops. 100-percent of the profits from this release will go directly into the hops. 100-percent of the profits from this release will go directly into the 
tax-deductible Get Comfortable Fund.  The fund raised $513,121 last tax-deductible Get Comfortable Fund.  The fund raised $513,121 last 
year! Incredible!year! Incredible!

CREATURE COMFORTS GET COMFORTABLE CREATURE COMFORTS GET COMFORTABLE (ATHENS)(ATHENS)

ABV: 6.6%ABV: 6.6%
IBU: 65IBU: 65
BA: 97BA: 97
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

A balanced, soft and juicy IPA.  Ripe passion fruit and citrus hop aroma A balanced, soft and juicy IPA.  Ripe passion fruit and citrus hop aroma 
lead to a full fruit forward hop flavor that washes over the palate ending lead to a full fruit forward hop flavor that washes over the palate ending 
with subtle bitterness.with subtle bitterness.

CREATURE COMFORTS TROPICALIA CREATURE COMFORTS TROPICALIA (ATHENS)(ATHENS)

ABV: 7.2%ABV: 7.2%
BA: 95BA: 95
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Crescendo is an intensely hopped IPA that has a beautiful roundness Crescendo is an intensely hopped IPA that has a beautiful roundness 
and complex presentation fruity hop flavor. Originally the beer was a and complex presentation fruity hop flavor. Originally the beer was a 
pursuit in exploring a new German hop, Grüngeist, and venturing into pursuit in exploring a new German hop, Grüngeist, and venturing into 
the world of very high hopping rates. We brought it back because it is the world of very high hopping rates. We brought it back because it is 
a fan and staff favorite that was consistently requested in our tasting a fan and staff favorite that was consistently requested in our tasting 
room. With tons of honeydew, pineapple, and citrus, Crescendo is an room. With tons of honeydew, pineapple, and citrus, Crescendo is an 
IPA that turns it up a notch!IPA that turns it up a notch!

CREATURE COMFORTS CRESCENDO CREATURE COMFORTS CRESCENDO (ATHENS)(ATHENS)

ABV: 7.4%ABV: 7.4%
IBU: 30IBU: 30
BA: 90BA: 90
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Aggressively hopped with flavors and aromatics of grapefruit, Aggressively hopped with flavors and aromatics of grapefruit, 
pineapple, orange and a touch of pine.pineapple, orange and a touch of pine.

GATE CITY AWE JUICE GATE CITY AWE JUICE (ROSWELL)(ROSWELL)

ABV: 8.1%ABV: 8.1%
IBU: 70IBU: 70
BA: 92BA: 92
PRICE: $9.99PRICE: $9.99 (13 OZ) (13 OZ)

A space crafted double IPA, dry hopped three times, resulting in a A space crafted double IPA, dry hopped three times, resulting in a 
cosmically aligned hop encounter. Which hops? Glad you asked. Citra, cosmically aligned hop encounter. Which hops? Glad you asked. Citra, 
Mosiac, Simcoe, Mandarina Bavaria, Simcoe and (breath) Ekuanot. Mosiac, Simcoe, Mandarina Bavaria, Simcoe and (breath) Ekuanot. 

MONDAY NIGHT SPACE LETTUCE MONDAY NIGHT SPACE LETTUCE (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

ABV: 6.5%ABV: 6.5%
IBU: 45IBU: 45
BA: 90BA: 90
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Hazy Like a Fox, our first Hazy IPA, is Double Dry Hopped with El Hazy Like a Fox, our first Hazy IPA, is Double Dry Hopped with El 
Dorado and Azacca hops to provide juicy, pineapple and tangerine Dorado and Azacca hops to provide juicy, pineapple and tangerine 
flavors. It features a blend of pale malts, oats, wheat, flaked barley flavors. It features a blend of pale malts, oats, wheat, flaked barley 
and milk sugar for a pillowy soft mouthfeel.  It pours a pale gold with and milk sugar for a pillowy soft mouthfeel.  It pours a pale gold with 
an opaque haze.  A double dry hop creates waves of pineapple and an opaque haze.  A double dry hop creates waves of pineapple and 
tangerine aromatics that complement soft, juicy orange and tangerine tangerine aromatics that complement soft, juicy orange and tangerine 
notes which delight the palate.notes which delight the palate.

NEW REALM HAZY LIKE A FOX NEW REALM HAZY LIKE A FOX (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

ABV: 9.0%ABV: 9.0%
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (13 OZ) (13 OZ)

The inspiration for our Double IPA series comes from the monsters and The inspiration for our Double IPA series comes from the monsters and 
myths which captivate our imagination with legendary lore.  For our first myths which captivate our imagination with legendary lore.  For our first 
release, we pay homage to Paul Bunyan’s faithful side-kick with a New release, we pay homage to Paul Bunyan’s faithful side-kick with a New 
England style hazy and juicy Double IPA.  It is massively dry hopped for England style hazy and juicy Double IPA.  It is massively dry hopped for 
an aromatic blend of range, lemon and pineapple hop notes. an aromatic blend of range, lemon and pineapple hop notes. 

NEW REALM HAZY LIKE AN OX DOUBLE IPA NEW REALM HAZY LIKE AN OX DOUBLE IPA (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

HOPS: HOPS: CitraCitra

HOPS: HOPS: Centennial, Citra, GalaxyCentennial, Citra, Galaxy

HOPS: HOPS: El Dorado, Galaxy, GrungestEl Dorado, Galaxy, Grungest

HOPS: HOPS: Citra, MosaicCitra, Mosaic

HOPS: HOPS: Citra, Ekuanot, Mandarina Bavaria, Mosaic, SimcoeCitra, Ekuanot, Mandarina Bavaria, Mosaic, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Azacca, El DoradoAzacca, El Dorado

HOPS: HOPS: Azacca, El Dorado, Idaho 7Azacca, El Dorado, Idaho 7



ABV: 6.5%ABV: 6.5%
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Hoptropolis is a thriving hop mecca built upon a foundation of Citra, Hoptropolis is a thriving hop mecca built upon a foundation of Citra, 
Mosaic,Lorel and Azacca hops.  It’s an American IPA with tropical fruit, Mosaic,Lorel and Azacca hops.  It’s an American IPA with tropical fruit, 
floral, citrus and stone fruit hop aromatics.  It has an enticing aroma floral, citrus and stone fruit hop aromatics.  It has an enticing aroma 
with is intensely fruity, reminiscent of fruit cocktail with lots of pear, with is intensely fruity, reminiscent of fruit cocktail with lots of pear, 
peach and pineapple plus a distinctly dan, but balanced finish.  The peach and pineapple plus a distinctly dan, but balanced finish.  The 
taste is dry and crisp with a lingering bitterness.  taste is dry and crisp with a lingering bitterness.  

NEW REALM HOPTROPOLIS NEW REALM HOPTROPOLIS (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

ABV: 9.3%ABV: 9.3%
IBU: 60IBU: 60
PRICE: $9.99PRICE: $9.99 (13 OZ) (13 OZ)

Brewed to be “the biggest, baddest, most macho Double IPA of them Brewed to be “the biggest, baddest, most macho Double IPA of them 
all,” Más Macho is a “supremely hop-forward” Double India Pale Ale all,” Más Macho is a “supremely hop-forward” Double India Pale Ale 
that boasts “intense pineapple, tropical fruit, citrus and dank notes” that boasts “intense pineapple, tropical fruit, citrus and dank notes” 
sourced from Simcoe and Centennial hops.  Weighing in at 9.3% ABV sourced from Simcoe and Centennial hops.  Weighing in at 9.3% ABV 
and 60 IBUs, Más Macho offers a “ludicrous amount of hop flavor,and 60 IBUs, Más Macho offers a “ludicrous amount of hop flavor,

NEW REALM MAS MACHO DOUBLE IPA NEW REALM MAS MACHO DOUBLE IPA (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

ABV: 7.2%ABV: 7.2%
IBU: 35IBU: 35
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Brewed to be “the biggest, baddest, most macho Double IPA of them Brewed to be “the biggest, baddest, most macho Double IPA of them 
all,” Más Macho is a “supremely hop-forward” Double India Pale Ale all,” Más Macho is a “supremely hop-forward” Double India Pale Ale 
that boasts “intense pineapple, tropical fruit, citrus and dank notes” that boasts “intense pineapple, tropical fruit, citrus and dank notes” 
sourced from Simcoe and Centennial hops.  Weighing in at 9.3% ABV sourced from Simcoe and Centennial hops.  Weighing in at 9.3% ABV 
and 60 IBUs, Más Macho offers a “ludicrous amount of hop flavor,and 60 IBUs, Más Macho offers a “ludicrous amount of hop flavor,

ORPHEUS DONUT REVOLUTION SERIES: BERRIES & CREAM MILKSHAKE ORPHEUS DONUT REVOLUTION SERIES: BERRIES & CREAM MILKSHAKE (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

ABV: 7.5%ABV: 7.5%
IBU: 55IBU: 55
BA: 91BA: 91
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Shhh!  Don’t ask what is happening in the basement!  Developed in our Shhh!  Don’t ask what is happening in the basement!  Developed in our 
original underground brewery, this juicy and dank IPA is loaded with original underground brewery, this juicy and dank IPA is loaded with 
Citra hops in every sit, but you have to leave your parent’s basement to Citra hops in every sit, but you have to leave your parent’s basement to 
get it.  get it.  

SCOFFLAW BASEMENT SCOFFLAW BASEMENT (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

ABV: 10%ABV: 10%
IBU: 65IBU: 65
BA: 91BA: 91
PRICE: $9.99PRICE: $9.99 (13 OZ) (13 OZ)

This Juicy Double IPA is worth the risk! Tropical hops lead DJ’s intense This Juicy Double IPA is worth the risk! Tropical hops lead DJ’s intense 
citrus flavor and aromas. Finishes with a bittersweet boozy tingle. This citrus flavor and aromas. Finishes with a bittersweet boozy tingle. This 
big and bold unfiltered IPA taunts you: Can you walk away without big and bold unfiltered IPA taunts you: Can you walk away without 
having another?having another?

SCOFFLAW DOUBLE JEOPARDY DOUBLE IPA SCOFFLAW DOUBLE JEOPARDY DOUBLE IPA (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

ABV: 8.2%ABV: 8.2%
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (13 OZ) (13 OZ)

We love big beers and we love to take it to the extreme. Double Vision We love big beers and we love to take it to the extreme. Double Vision 
is a limited release series featuring a unique double IPA. This series of is a limited release series featuring a unique double IPA. This series of 
beers with push the ABV to the limit. So fill your glass with that double beers with push the ABV to the limit. So fill your glass with that double 
vision. Just make sure it doesn’t get the best of you. Volume One vision. Just make sure it doesn’t get the best of you. Volume One 

uses Simcoe and Lotus in the boil and is dry hopped with copious uses Simcoe and Lotus in the boil and is dry hopped with copious 
amounts of Strata and Simcoe. amounts of Strata and Simcoe. 

SCOFFLAW DOUBLE VISION IMPERIAL IPA SCOFFLAW DOUBLE VISION IMPERIAL IPA (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

ABV: 7.0%ABV: 7.0%
IBU: 55IBU: 55

BA: 91BA: 91
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99  

Hooligan boasts huge hop aromas and flavors of Hooligan boasts huge hop aromas and flavors of 
pineapple, mango, and blueberry… This beer is pineapple, mango, and blueberry… This beer is 
complex, unfiltered and unlike any other.complex, unfiltered and unlike any other.

SCOFFLAW HOOLIGAN SCOFFLAW HOOLIGAN (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

HOPS: HOPS: Azacca, Citra, Loral, MosaicAzacca, Citra, Loral, Mosaic

HOPS: HOPS: Azacca, El DoradoAzacca, El Dorado

HOPS: HOPS: Bravo, Incognito, MosaicBravo, Incognito, Mosaic

HOPS: HOPS: CitraCitra

HOPS: HOPS: Galaxy, SimcoeGalaxy, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Lotus, Simcoe, StrataLotus, Simcoe, Strata

HOPS: HOPS: Galaxy, MosaicGalaxy, Mosaic



ABV: 6.2%ABV: 6.2%
IBU: 45IBU: 45
BA: 90BA: 90
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

A double dry hopped, bright & juicy New England-style IPA made with A double dry hopped, bright & juicy New England-style IPA made with 
Citra, Mosaic, and Simcoe hops that has a soft, pillowy finish.Citra, Mosaic, and Simcoe hops that has a soft, pillowy finish.

SIX BRIDGES MEDLOCK SIX BRIDGES MEDLOCK (ROSWELL)(ROSWELL)

ABV: 9.2%ABV: 9.2%
IBU: 60IBU: 60
PRICE: $9.99PRICE: $9.99 (13 OZ) (13 OZ)

 “This year, 2020 hit us hard so we decided to answer back by raising  “This year, 2020 hit us hard so we decided to answer back by raising 
a hand and slapping it back behind us,” said Nick Nock, Head Brewer a hand and slapping it back behind us,” said Nick Nock, Head Brewer 
at SweetWater. “To do that we had to dominate and go big and bold, at SweetWater. “To do that we had to dominate and go big and bold, 
busting out a beer at 9.2% ABV, representing we conquered 2020. busting out a beer at 9.2% ABV, representing we conquered 2020. 
Despite being in your face, it’s still silky smooth with a bouquet tropical Despite being in your face, it’s still silky smooth with a bouquet tropical 
citrus to welcome in 2021. Every sip leaves you with a lingering smile citrus to welcome in 2021. Every sip leaves you with a lingering smile 
waiting for another taste.”waiting for another taste.”

SWEETWATER EFF 2020 SWEETWATER EFF 2020 (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

ABV: 5.8%ABV: 5.8%
IBU: 38IBU: 38
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

High & Hazy IPA is loaded with four varieties of tropical and citrus High & Hazy IPA is loaded with four varieties of tropical and citrus 
forward hops. The soft and silky-smooth mouthfeel is obtained by forward hops. The soft and silky-smooth mouthfeel is obtained by 
using copious amounts of wheat and flaked oats, while the laid-back using copious amounts of wheat and flaked oats, while the laid-back 
bitterness is achieved by the addition of hops at the very last minute.bitterness is achieved by the addition of hops at the very last minute.

TERRAPIN HIGH AND HAZY TERRAPIN HIGH AND HAZY (ATHENS)(ATHENS)

ABV: 7.3%ABV: 7.3%
IBU: 60IBU: 60
RATEBEER: 92RATEBEER: 92
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Light copper in color, this IPA has an aroma of fresh pine and citrus. A Light copper in color, this IPA has an aroma of fresh pine and citrus. A 
strong malt backbone provides balance to an assertive hop bitterness.strong malt backbone provides balance to an assertive hop bitterness.

TERRAPIN HOPSECUTIONER TERRAPIN HOPSECUTIONER (ATHENS)(ATHENS)

ABV: 8.0%ABV: 8.0%
RATEBEER: 93RATEBEER: 93
PRICE: $7.99PRICE: $7.99 (PINT) (PINT)

NE Style IPA brewed with oats and hopped exclusively with Cashmere.NE Style IPA brewed with oats and hopped exclusively with Cashmere.

VARIANT CASHMERE SO SOFT & SO SMOOTH VARIANT CASHMERE SO SOFT & SO SMOOTH (ROSWELL)(ROSWELL)

ABV: 8.0%ABV: 8.0%
IBU: 46IBU: 46
PRICE: $9.99PRICE: $9.99 (13 OZ) (13 OZ)

Alpha Abstraction vol. 15 is a juicy, double dry hopped IPA brewed Alpha Abstraction vol. 15 is a juicy, double dry hopped IPA brewed 
with El Dorado and Idaho 7 hops to deliver dark, tropical mango and with El Dorado and Idaho 7 hops to deliver dark, tropical mango and 
caramel notes.caramel notes.

WILD LEAP ALPHA ABSTRACTION VOL. 15 WILD LEAP ALPHA ABSTRACTION VOL. 15 (LAGRANGE)(LAGRANGE)

ABV: 7.5%ABV: 7.5%
IBU: 45IBU: 45
BA: 90BA: 90
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Meet Basement’s little brother, POG. A little less Basement and a lot Meet Basement’s little brother, POG. A little less Basement and a lot 
more party. We add Passionfruit, Orange, and Guava into this juicy IPA more party. We add Passionfruit, Orange, and Guava into this juicy IPA 
for a big ass tropical kick that will take you out of the basement and for a big ass tropical kick that will take you out of the basement and 
straight to the islandsstraight to the islands

SCOFFLAW POG BASEMENT SCOFFLAW POG BASEMENT (ATLANTA)(ATLANTA)

HOPS: HOPS: Cascade, Chinook, CitraCascade, Chinook, Citra

HOPS: HOPS: Citra, Mosaic, SimcoeCitra, Mosaic, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Azacca, Citra, Sultana, Vic SecretAzacca, Citra, Sultana, Vic Secret

HOPS: HOPS: Amarillo, Citra, Idaho 7, SimcoeAmarillo, Citra, Idaho 7, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Amarillo, Cascade, Centennial, Chinook, Simcoe, WarriorAmarillo, Cascade, Centennial, Chinook, Simcoe, Warrior

HOPS: HOPS: CashmereCashmere

HOPS: HOPS: El Dorado, Idaho 7El Dorado, Idaho 7

ABV: 8.5%ABV: 8.5%
PRICE: $9.99PRICE: $9.99 (13 oz) (13 oz)

From Une Annee Brewery’s clean sister brewery. Hubbard’s Cave Fresh From Une Annee Brewery’s clean sister brewery. Hubbard’s Cave Fresh 
IIPA V 50 pours a hazy golden color with a small white head. Aromas of IIPA V 50 pours a hazy golden color with a small white head. Aromas of 
citrus, pine resin. citrus, pine resin. 

HUBBARD’S CAVE FRESH IPA V50 HUBBARD’S CAVE FRESH IPA V50 (NILES)(NILES)

ILLINOIS
HOPS: HOPS: Citra, Riwaka, StrataCitra, Riwaka, Strata



ABV: 5.8%ABV: 5.8%
IBU: 50IBU: 50
BA: 100BA: 100
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

This single hop ale showcases the Citra hop. Named for the largest This single hop ale showcases the Citra hop. Named for the largest 
T-rex fossil ever discovered, she roars with ferocious aromas of T-rex fossil ever discovered, she roars with ferocious aromas of 
grapefruit, citrus, mango and evergreen. Delicate in body with a mild grapefruit, citrus, mango and evergreen. Delicate in body with a mild 
bite in the finish.bite in the finish.

TOPPLING GOLIATH PSEUDO SUE TOPPLING GOLIATH PSEUDO SUE (DECORAH)(DECORAH)

IOWA

ABV: 8.5%ABV: 8.5%
IBU: 100IBU: 100
BA: 99BA: 99
PRICE: $9.99PRICE: $9.99 (13 oz) (13 oz)

Welcome to the future. Our collective human consciousness, or Ghost Welcome to the future. Our collective human consciousness, or Ghost 
in the Machine, has gained a tolerance for hops beyond what mankind in the Machine, has gained a tolerance for hops beyond what mankind 
has ever known before. This double India Pale Ale is the necessary has ever known before. This double India Pale Ale is the necessary 
outcome. Brewed with obscene quantities of hand-selected Citra hops outcome. Brewed with obscene quantities of hand-selected Citra hops 
from our favorite farm in Yakima Valley, WA. Expect pungent grapefruit from our favorite farm in Yakima Valley, WA. Expect pungent grapefruit 
aromas and flavors, tropical fruit, and less harsh bitterness than most aromas and flavors, tropical fruit, and less harsh bitterness than most 
IPAs.IPAs.

PARISH GHOST IN THE MACHINE PARISH GHOST IN THE MACHINE (BROUSSARD)(BROUSSARD)

LOUISIANA

ABV: 5.0%ABV: 5.0%
IBU: 42IBU: 42
BA: 90BA: 90
PRICE: $7.99PRICE: $7.99 (PINT) (PINT)

This delicious pale ale is juicy, hazy, and crushable. A totally new-This delicious pale ale is juicy, hazy, and crushable. A totally new-
school take on an old-school American craft beer, Envie is bursting with school take on an old-school American craft beer, Envie is bursting with 
glorious hop aromas of mango, lychee, orange, and other tropical fruits. glorious hop aromas of mango, lychee, orange, and other tropical fruits. 
This beer pulls of the incredible feat of having the best juicy qualities of This beer pulls of the incredible feat of having the best juicy qualities of 
hops but none of the harsh, bitter finish you may be used to.hops but none of the harsh, bitter finish you may be used to.

PARISH ENVIE PARISH ENVIE (BROUSSARD)(BROUSSARD)

ABV: 7.0%ABV: 7.0%
IBU: 65IBU: 65
BA: 97BA: 97
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Lunch is a special whale that has been spotted off the Maine coast Lunch is a special whale that has been spotted off the Maine coast 
since 1982.  She has what looks like a bite taken out of her fin, since 1982.  She has what looks like a bite taken out of her fin, 
which adds to her unique character.  We dedicate this beer to her which adds to her unique character.  We dedicate this beer to her 
determination and persistence. Keep on swimming!  You taste notes of determination and persistence. Keep on swimming!  You taste notes of 
tropical fruit, citrus fruit, pine and a subtle malt sweetness.tropical fruit, citrus fruit, pine and a subtle malt sweetness.

MAINE LUNCH MAINE LUNCH (FREEPORT)(FREEPORT)

MAINE

ABV: 7.0%ABV: 7.0%
BA: 96BA: 96
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

When we expanded our brewery in 2013, the stress was something, When we expanded our brewery in 2013, the stress was something, 
to say the least. I ran out of creative juice for a minute so I decided to to say the least. I ran out of creative juice for a minute so I decided to 
have another one for inspiration. Flavor Profile:  pineapple, mango with have another one for inspiration. Flavor Profile:  pineapple, mango with 
notes of orange and grapefruit. Undertones are earth with a woody pine notes of orange and grapefruit. Undertones are earth with a woody pine 
note.note.

MAINE ANOTHER ONE MAINE ANOTHER ONE (FREEPORT)(FREEPORT)

ABV: 8.5%ABV: 8.5%
PRICE: $9.99PRICE: $9.99 (13 oz) (13 oz)

From Une Annee Brewery’s clean From Une Annee Brewery’s clean 
sister brewery. Hubbard’s Cave Fresh sister brewery. Hubbard’s Cave Fresh 
IIPA V 50 pours a hazy golden color IIPA V 50 pours a hazy golden color 
with a small white head. Aromas of with a small white head. Aromas of 
citrus, pine resin. citrus, pine resin. 

HUBBARD’S CAVE FRESH IPA V50 HUBBARD’S CAVE FRESH IPA V50 (NILES)(NILES)

ILLINOIS
HOPS: HOPS: Citra, Riwaka, StrataCitra, Riwaka, Strata

HOPS: HOPS: CitraCitra

HOPS: HOPS: CitraCitra

HOPS: HOPS: Cascade, Citra, SimcoeCascade, Citra, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Amarillo, Centennial, SimcoeAmarillo, Centennial, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Cascade, Citra, SimcoeCascade, Citra, Simcoe



ABV: 6.5%ABV: 6.5%
BA: 90BA: 90
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

A gift to the people of Maine and its visitors, Wolfe’s Neck reminds us of A gift to the people of Maine and its visitors, Wolfe’s Neck reminds us of 
the importance of protecting land for future generations to experience the importance of protecting land for future generations to experience 
and enjoy. “We’ve dropped a pebble, now we have to see where the and enjoy. “We’ve dropped a pebble, now we have to see where the 
ripples go.” Flavor Profile: tropical fruit (pineapple, guava, mango, ripples go.” Flavor Profile: tropical fruit (pineapple, guava, mango, 
coconut) and orange with notes of onion/garlic and underlying toasted coconut) and orange with notes of onion/garlic and underlying toasted 
bread and pinebread and pine

MAINE WOLFE’S NECK MAINE WOLFE’S NECK (FREEPORT)(FREEPORT)

ABV: 7.0%ABV: 7.0%
IBU: 55IBU: 55
BA: 95BA: 95
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

“Bells is defined by its intense hop aroma and malt balance.  hopped “Bells is defined by its intense hop aroma and malt balance.  hopped 
exclusively with the Centennial hop varietal from the Pacific Northwest, exclusively with the Centennial hop varietal from the Pacific Northwest, 
massive additions in the kettle and again in the fermenter lend their massive additions in the kettle and again in the fermenter lend their 
characteristic grapefruit and pine resin aroma”, says Larry Bell.characteristic grapefruit and pine resin aroma”, says Larry Bell.

BELL’S TWO HEARTED ALE BELL’S TWO HEARTED ALE (COMSTOCK)(COMSTOCK)

MICHIGAN

ABV: 10%ABV: 10%
IBU: 70IBU: 70
BA: 99BA: 99
PRICE: $9.99PRICE: $9.99 (13 OZ) (13 OZ)

Starting with six different hop varietals added to the brew kettle & Starting with six different hop varietals added to the brew kettle & 
culminating with a massive dry-hop addition of Simcoe hops, Bell’s culminating with a massive dry-hop addition of Simcoe hops, Bell’s 
Hopslam Ale possesses the most complex hopping schedule in the Hopslam Ale possesses the most complex hopping schedule in the 
Bell’s repertoire. Selected specifically because of their aromatic Bell’s repertoire. Selected specifically because of their aromatic 
qualities, these Pacific Northwest varieties contribute a pungent blend qualities, these Pacific Northwest varieties contribute a pungent blend 
of grapefruit, stone fruit, and floral notes. A generous malt bill and a of grapefruit, stone fruit, and floral notes. A generous malt bill and a 
solid dollop of honey provide just enough body to keep the balance in solid dollop of honey provide just enough body to keep the balance in 
check, resulting in a remarkably drinkable rendition of the Double India check, resulting in a remarkably drinkable rendition of the Double India 
Pale Ale style.Pale Ale style.

BELL’S HOPSLAM BELL’S HOPSLAM (COMSTOCK)(COMSTOCK)

ABV: 6.8%ABV: 6.8%
IBU: 65IBU: 65
BA: 91BA: 91
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

“Bells is defined by its intense hop aroma and malt balance.  hopped “Bells is defined by its intense hop aroma and malt balance.  hopped 
exclusively with the Centennial hop varietal from the Pacific Northwest, exclusively with the Centennial hop varietal from the Pacific Northwest, 
massive additions in the kettle and again in the fermenter lend their massive additions in the kettle and again in the fermenter lend their 
characteristic grapefruit and pine resin aroma”, says Larry Bell.characteristic grapefruit and pine resin aroma”, says Larry Bell.

OLD NATION M43 OLD NATION M43 (WILLIAMSTON)(WILLIAMSTON)

ABV: 6.3%ABV: 6.3%
BA: 91BA: 91
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Brewed and double dry hopped with Mosaic and Motueka, two of our Brewed and double dry hopped with Mosaic and Motueka, two of our 
favorites. Dank tropical aromas and flavors that leave you wanting mo.favorites. Dank tropical aromas and flavors that leave you wanting mo.

HEIST MO’ THAN A FEELING HEIST MO’ THAN A FEELING (CHARLOTTE)(CHARLOTTE)

NORTH CAROLINA

ABV: 5.5%ABV: 5.5%
BA: 90BA: 90
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

After a few years of home brewing in our garage, my brother and I After a few years of home brewing in our garage, my brother and I 
decided we should open a brewery so that we could share our beer. decided we should open a brewery so that we could share our beer. 
In 2009 we started with a one barrel system and worked on a single In 2009 we started with a one barrel system and worked on a single 
recipe, over and over, until Peeper was born. And now we have enough recipe, over and over, until Peeper was born. And now we have enough 
to share. Cheers!  Flavor profile:  Lemon, grapefruit and fresh cut to share. Cheers!  Flavor profile:  Lemon, grapefruit and fresh cut 
grass. Delicate notes of raspberry, strawberry, pine, floral and faint grass. Delicate notes of raspberry, strawberry, pine, floral and faint 
bread.bread.

MAINE PEEPER PALE ALE MAINE PEEPER PALE ALE (FREEPORT)(FREEPORT)

HOPS: HOPS: Amarillo, Cascade, CentennialAmarillo, Cascade, Centennial

HOPS: HOPS: El Dorado, Mosaic, SabroEl Dorado, Mosaic, Sabro

HOPS: HOPS: Citra, Riwaka, StrataCitra, Riwaka, Strata

HOPS: HOPS: Six NW Varietals, Simcoe Dry HopsSix NW Varietals, Simcoe Dry Hops

HOPS: HOPS: Amarillo, Calypso, Citra, SimcoeAmarillo, Calypso, Citra, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Mosaic, MotuekaMosaic, Motueka



ABV: 7.2%ABV: 7.2%
IBU: 70IBU: 70
BA: 94BA: 94
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

This massively dry-hopped ale has minimum malt complexity and a This massively dry-hopped ale has minimum malt complexity and a 
combination of juicy, tropical fruit-forward hops with heavy resinous combination of juicy, tropical fruit-forward hops with heavy resinous 
American hops. Pernicious is the epitome of a West Coast IPA, made American hops. Pernicious is the epitome of a West Coast IPA, made 
right here in the Southeast.right here in the Southeast.

WICKED WEED PERNICIOUS WICKED WEED PERNICIOUS (ASHEVILLE)(ASHEVILLE)

ABV: 7.2%ABV: 7.2%
BA: 90BA: 90
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

East Coasts collide and crank it up for this new New England IPA East Coasts collide and crank it up for this new New England IPA 
retuned in Scotland. Brewed with oats and wheat and left unfiltered retuned in Scotland. Brewed with oats and wheat and left unfiltered 
for a hazy appearance and super smooth delivery. Dry-hopped for a for a hazy appearance and super smooth delivery. Dry-hopped for a 
full-tilt fruit hit with pineapple, mango and a hint of zesty lime. Low on full-tilt fruit hit with pineapple, mango and a hint of zesty lime. Low on 
bitterness, high on haze, heavy on hops.bitterness, high on haze, heavy on hops.

BREWDOG HAZY JANE BREWDOG HAZY JANE (COLUMBUS)(COLUMBUS)

OHIO

ABV: 7.0%ABV: 7.0%
BA: 90BA: 90
PRICE: $7.99PRICE: $7.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Made with good old-fashioned hop-bursting techniques, exorbitant dry Made with good old-fashioned hop-bursting techniques, exorbitant dry 
hopping, and cutting-edge haze-infusion technology, Bound by Time is hopping, and cutting-edge haze-infusion technology, Bound by Time is 
an offering to those looking for something brimming with hop character an offering to those looking for something brimming with hop character 
and as unadulterated as a butterfly’s wing.and as unadulterated as a butterfly’s wing.

EDMUND OAST BOUND BY TIME EDMUND OAST BOUND BY TIME (CHARLESTON)(CHARLESTON)

SOUTH CAROLINA

ABV: 6.0%ABV: 6.0%
IBU: 70IBU: 70
BA: 94BA: 94
PRICE: $7.99PRICE: $7.99 (PINT) (PINT)

The one that started it all. This The one that started it all. This 
heavily oated, mosaic-only IPA softly heavily oated, mosaic-only IPA softly 
beckons you to remember where beckons you to remember where 
you came from while giving you just you came from while giving you just 
enough of a ripe citrus kick to strive enough of a ripe citrus kick to strive 
for where you want to go. Homestyle for where you want to go. Homestyle 
is the staple IPA of our brewery and, is the staple IPA of our brewery and, 
like almost all of our hoppy beers, focuses on like almost all of our hoppy beers, focuses on 
highlighting the fruity & fragrant nuances of hops. At a relaxed highlighting the fruity & fragrant nuances of hops. At a relaxed 
6.0% we think you’ll discover it’s easy to find your Homestyle.6.0% we think you’ll discover it’s easy to find your Homestyle.

BEARDED IRIS HOMESTYLE BEARDED IRIS HOMESTYLE (NASHVILLE)(NASHVILLE)

TENNESSEE

ABV: 7.1%ABV: 7.1%
BA: 100BA: 100
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

 Our signature IPA. Brewed and double dry hopped with all Citra hops. Our signature IPA. Brewed and double dry hopped with all Citra hops.

HEIST CITRAQUENCH’L HEIST CITRAQUENCH’L (CHARLOTTE)(CHARLOTTE)

ABV: 8.5%ABV: 8.5%
BA: 91BA: 91
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (13 OZ) (13 OZ)

 This big west coast style double IPA is brewed with Centennial and  This big west coast style double IPA is brewed with Centennial and 
Cascade, then double dry hopped with Citra and Simcoe, creating a Cascade, then double dry hopped with Citra and Simcoe, creating a 
pungent dank citrusy brewpungent dank citrusy brew

HEIST GRAND OPTIMIST HEIST GRAND OPTIMIST (CHARLOTTE)(CHARLOTTE)

HOPS: HOPS: CitraCitra

HOPS: HOPS: Cascade, Centennial, SimcoeCascade, Centennial, Simcoe

HOPS: HOPS: Amarillo, Centennial, Chinook, Columbus, El Dorado, Simcoe, Warrior Amarillo, Centennial, Chinook, Columbus, El Dorado, Simcoe, Warrior 

HOPS: HOPS: Amarillo, Hallertauer Blanc, Magnum, Mandarina BavariaAmarillo, Hallertauer Blanc, Magnum, Mandarina Bavaria

HOPS: HOPS: Citra, El Dorado, MosaicCitra, El Dorado, Mosaic

HOPS: HOPS: MosaicMosaic



ABV: 6.8%ABV: 6.8%
BA: 93BA: 93
PRICE: $8.99PRICE: $8.99 (PINT) (PINT)

Focus, focus. This IPA showcases a blurred-edge mouthfeel, Focus, focus. This IPA showcases a blurred-edge mouthfeel, 
multilayered juiciness of Mosaic and Citra, and a chewy, lemon multilayered juiciness of Mosaic and Citra, and a chewy, lemon 
starburst zing courtesy of El Dorado oil. This variant incorporates a starburst zing courtesy of El Dorado oil. This variant incorporates a 
double dry-hop of Citra, because why not more Citra?double dry-hop of Citra, because why not more Citra?

BEARDED IRIS TUNNEL VISION BEARDED IRIS TUNNEL VISION (NASHVILLE)(NASHVILLE)

ABV: 8.2%ABV: 8.2%
IBU: 75IBU: 75
BA: 91BA: 91
PRICE: $6.99PRICE: $6.99 (PINT) (PINT)

“A totally nebular IPA.  The hopping is pure starglow and energy, with “A totally nebular IPA.  The hopping is pure starglow and energy, with 
Chinook to bitter and late and dry additions of Citra and Amarillo.”Chinook to bitter and late and dry additions of Citra and Amarillo.”

ELYSIAN SPACE DUST ELYSIAN SPACE DUST (SEATTLE)(SEATTLE)

WASHINGTON

HOPS: HOPS: Citra, El Dorado, MosaicCitra, El Dorado, Mosaic

HOPS: HOPS: Amarillo, Chinook, CitraAmarillo, Chinook, Citra


